Larry, Moe, & Barry O.
~Three Stooges Playing Opposite Roles
Barry O. (pronounced: BARE´ ree; ~nickname
for BARE´ rek -the pronunciation used by his
namesake, -his father)* was conceived in and
raised in the cross-currents of many opposite
worlds, -the most obvious of which is the disparate racial nature of his parents.
That abnormality was followed by the disparate
nature of the nationalities of his parents and their
families, their cultures, histories, traditions, religious backgrounds (one of which included bigamy, -anathema in America).
Then there was the disparate political nature of
the anti-Liberty socialism of his family, and their
friend and son’s chosen mentor Frank Davis (a
communist publisher, author, and erotic photographer). Throw-in the disparate alien Muslim influence he was exposed to from his earliest academic
years, followed by the disparate American crosscurrent of the drug culture of the 70’s, later
topped of by the strongly disparate cross-currents
of the friends he “chose carefully”. “The more
politically active black students. The foreign students. The Chicanos. The Marxist Professors and
structural feminists and punk-rock performance
poets."
And let’s not forget the strong cross-currents of
his Jeremiah Wright Black Liberation, (antiAmerican, racist) Theology which was a lake he
swam in for 20 years.
As an adult, the cross-currents essentially were
non-existent in his life since he was surrounded
by socialists like himself. Everyone sang from
the same hymnal. Counter-culture was his home
turf. He was totally out of the mainstream of
American political culture and immersed in an
alien, hegemonic, liberty-strangling political heresy. He was a through-and-through American
apostate, -a traitor to the Constitution of which he
was supposedly an expert scholar. Wow! How
much more Bizarro World can you get?
The socialist river that he swam in was totally at
cross-currents with the Mississippi river of mainstream all-American culture that was being con-

taminated with alien political ideas inherited from
the Communism & Soviet Union idealizing &
apologizing era of the Great Depression.
But once he presented himself to the public as a
mainstream statesman who would bring everyone
together, then he had to abandon his socialist
background, including his mentor of 20 years, the
most irReverend Wright, and switch to swimming
in the Mississippi of the American mainstream of
politics.
That entailed pretending to not be himself, -to
pretend to not be someone who claimed he was
born in Kenya for two decades or so, -to pretend
that he was definitely born in Hawaii, -to pretend
that his name was ba-ROCK instead of BARE-ek,
or Barry -to pretend that his Certification of Live
Birth was legitimate, and worst of all, to pretend
to all 50 states that he was constitutionally qualified to be President.
The greatest of all pretenses involved fooling all
who could be easily fooled into thinking that
mere birth in America qualifies one to be Commander-in-Chief of thousands of nuclear bombs,
all U.S. Military forces, and all executive branch
agencies and departments. Wow! What a truly
liberal country! Anyone of any stripe, -any background can be the most powerful man in the
world. Isn’t that just wonderful?
That’s what he wanted everyone to believe, -or
not contest, (including all those who knew better
inside the U.S. Government), and nearly all of
them still believe it, with the exclusion of those
who know the pretense to be false but are too
afraid to speak truth to that kind of power. They
hold positions of influence inside and outside of
the government, including lifetime positions on
the Supreme Court, and lower courts across the
land, as well as state Attorneys General offices,
but they know that their power is minuscule in
comparison to that of the IRS, the FCC, SEIU
thugs and who knows what else,
So Barry O. continues to live the lie that he has
created and promoted with the full backing of the
treasonous Democrat party that has defied the
Constitution and offered him as their candidate
regardless of his not being a natural born citizen
as the Constitution requires.

His role playing is like an inverse image of one
played by a couple of people in the past. Larry &
Moe were two fairly bright Hollywood actors
playing the roles of two rather serious dim-bulbs
who were unaware of their lack of smarts.
Their modern counter-version is one Barry O.
who’s a rather non-serious dim-bulb Affirmative
Action fake scholar & Hawaiian “actor” playing
the role of a fairly bright statesman, -but who, like
Larry & Moe’s characters, is unaware of his lack
of smarts.
He’s a stooge of a false ideology that he clings
to like a religion, -the religion of utopian socialism. It believes in a world in which the Holy
Grail of “Social Justice” has been achieved, thereby ushering in political nirvana. Unfortunately, the cost of attempting to achieve it is the
death of individual liberty and the trampling of
constitutional rights.
Oh well, sacrifices have to be made, -and you
are the one who will have to make them in order
to better the lives of others who didn’t work to
obtain what you have obtained in life.
T.S., it’s only fair to share, so he and his ilk
with be the ones empowered to decide what is
fair, and how much you have to share. That
choice is no longer yours because the process to
amend the constitution has been beheaded by the
Supreme Court, along with your individual liberty.
Now a simple majority of Congress (as with the
courts) will decide major changes, i.e., transformations, in the country. The People no longer
need to be consulted, nor is their approval required in the form of constitutional amendments.
You can now hold a funeral service for your
American Freedom because Chief Judas Roberts
issued an opinion along with the other four traitors of the Supreme Court that the government
has the authority to order you to not do anything
it disapproves, (Wichard v Filburn 1942) as well
as order you to do everything that Big Brother
deems you should do (Obamacare 2012). Seventy years of treason by the Supreme Court and
Congress.
The Stooge in the White House, viewed as “the
White Knight in the White House” to his fellow

traitors, wants to behead even more of your rights
in the next four years, and those rights include the
rights of the state in which you live.
He, along with his cohorts in the Big Brother
federal government have effectively neutered the
authority of the states in almost all matters, leaving them with about as much sovereignty as counties possess within the states.
It’s now all about top-down government, folks.
The states have been reduced to the status of piglets suckling at the teats of mother sow. The federation of sovereign states ended a long, long time
ago, and ever since the Feds have been making
like a giant anaconda, -tightening their suffocating grip.
Why would anyone not think that we would be
much better off if they are allowed four more
years to squeeze even more? What’s not to love
about such a scenario? After all, if you think
about it, Barry O. and his henchmen are the best
thing that ever happened to America. If you don’t
believe it then just ask them. They’ll gladly inform you that it is so.
In fact, they are so darn good for America that
the stupid 22nd Amendment should be repealed
so that King Obama can have free reign to “fix”
America for as long as it tickles his fancy. Eight
years? Why stop there? Why not 12, or 16?
There’s a lot to be fix and only he can do the job.
He truly is our Modern American Messiah. We
would be lost without him.
At least the American stooges that put him in
office would be lost because they don’t have a
clue as to what it means to be an American nor to
be a citizen. Their parasitic, fiscally paralyzing
policies are draining the blood from the future as
nothing is done to staunch the gushing of red ink.
Their vampiric approach to and attitude toward
the federal budget and the citizens of the near and
distant future is draining the life-blood from them
via the worm-hole of federal bonds and notes that
can never be repaid, -the wealth “stolen from the
future” that will be piled on the heads of all who
survive & are born into that future.
The terms that will define our future are;
“unfunded mandates” and unrepayable “federal
debt”, along with the immense interest costs that
have become an enormous proportion of the federal budget, amounting to hundreds of billions of
dollars per year.

Unfortunately, the stooges and traitors aren’t
solely Democrats. Republicrats have just as
much love of a powerful federal government, but
they like to see the might used to support the most
powerful military forces in the world, instead of
wasteful socialist redistributionist federal programs.
They have been fellow backers of a defense
budget that is more than the next 15 highestspending countries combined. Our gold-plated
military spending programs do not know what
fiscal responsibility is. Their bloated waistline
hasn’t seen a belt in over a decade. How can a
country preserve its future when it’s spending itself into oblivion in the present day in the name
of future security? Where is the security in financial collapse? The pigs in the Pentagon will
squeal loudly as their fat is trimmed, but like a
morbidly obese Maharaja, a diet will do them and
the nation some good.
When I was in Vietnam, as an enlisted Marine,
we in the Supply Company of a field Battalion
had a relatively cushy life in tent “hootches” compared to our four companies of “grunts” who had
to live and fight in “the bush” and were gone
from base most of the time.
That all ended when “the Brass” decided it was
time to shake things up and up-root us from our
comfortable accommodations and make us pack
up everything we and the battalion owned and
move to another hill somewhere else. Or, move
back to the hill we had called home many months
previously. All in the interest of making us leaner
and meaner. Too much perceived comfort was
seen as making us soft & unsharpened, -and so
we were reduced to a much more minimal environment.
That is what the future holds for America, -or
not. Depending on whether our government fails
or succeeds in doing something that its spendingaddiction resists. Will it, can it pare the fat, and
discombobulate millions of people? Will it act as
hard-nosed Marine officers and put our bloated
nation on a strict diet? Of course it will, when
pigs fly.
If it doesn’t, there is only one other possibility,
and that is that we will be the ones doing the flying as we race off the edge of the cliff, a la Thel-

ma & Louise, only it won’t be by choice, and it
won’t be melodramatically appealing.
It will instead be ugly, uglier than anything
we’ve seen in Europe possibly. After all, they
don’t have the kinds of sub-cultures as those
found in America, -sub-cultures that are alien to
American culture and values, and even civilization itself, -sub-cultures without morality or social
integration.
If or when that happens, the securely employed
slumbering self-narcotized, entertainment-addicted masses will once again awake as on Sept 11,
2001 and will ask what kind of country we are
living in. No one will dare to give an answer because the truth as an answer will be worse than no
answer at all.
Then they will wonder “How did we get here?
How was this not prevented? Why did this happen? And who is to blame? To answer that last
question, all they will need to do is to look in the
mirror, and then look at the government and its
media arm which set the stage for everything that
unfolds by means of policies and laws and court
opinions that were based on personal and ideological self-interest instead of national interest and
national character.
When the salt of national character was banished from the national public square by the antireligion, anti-American secular Humanist Progressives, then the pork barrel began to rot from
the inside. The rot was invisible and hidden for a
very long time, but it will eventually manifest itself as it has in every other civilization that lost its
edge, its moorings, its national cohesion, its morals, its self-reliance, individualism, and its appreciation for the price paid for its freedom and
independence.
When we finally wake up in that world we will
know for sure that “fundamental transformation”
has finally born the fruit that its stooges failed to
realize would be the result. We will then fully
realize that we have become the Obama nation.
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* (as opposed to: ba ROCK´ ~which would result
in the nickname Rocky, or: ba RACK´ ~resulting
in the nickname Rackie)

